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Wildlife in the Garden has many characteristics in common with Gene's other writing. Some of the most enjoyable lines are his observations on human nature. Another characteristic
of Gene's writing is the density.Â I appreciate Mr.Logsdon's writing abililty. In fact, I was enjoying the book immensely until I got to the part about killing the raccoon, which happens to
be the animal I wanted to learn to get along with. I think the title is very misleading. I wanted to know how to get along with my backyard neighbors, and not by killing them. To top it
all, he actually gave recipes for raccoon dishes. Like I said, it was quite enjoyable until this part, but I feel there are much more pleasant ways to get along with our backyard
neighbors. Wildlife in the Garden: How to Live in Harmony With Deer, Raccoons, Rabbits, Crows, and Other Pesky Creatures by Gene Logsdon; 2 editions; First published in 1999;
Subjects: Control, Garden ecology, Wildlife pests, Garden pests, Gardening to attract wildlife.Â There's no description for this book yet. Can you add one? Subjects. Control, Garden
ecology, Wildlife pests, Garden pests, Gardening to attract wildlife. 2 editions First published in 1999. Add another? Edition. See more of Living in Harmony with Wildlife on
Facebook. Log In. or. Create New Account. See more of Living in Harmony with Wildlife on Facebook. Log In. Forgot account?Â Every year we see both young and adult birds being
admitted to wildlife rehabilitators due to this. It can sometimes result in the bird losing their foot or entire leg from the yarn/string/hair slowly tightening and cutting off circulation . DO
NOT offer laundry dryer lint either. The lint collected in your dryer filter may seem like ideal nesting material, but it isnâ€™t. It will soak up water and may be steeped with chemicals
unhealthy for birds, such as remnants of detergent and softener. Also a warning about offering pet hair. Wildlife in the Garden, Expanded Edition: How to Live in Harmony with Deer,
Raccoons, Rabbits, Crows, and Other Pesky Creatures: ISBN 9780253212849 (978-0-253-21284-9) Softcover, Indiana University Press, 1999. You Can Go Home Again: Adventures
of a Contrary Life (Farming Biography). by Gene Logsdon. ISBN 9780253334190 (978-0-253-33419-0) Hardcover, Indiana University Press, 1998. Find This Book. â€º Find signed
collectible books: 'You Can Go Home Again: Adventures of a Contrary Life (Farming Biography)'. More editions of You Can Go Home Again: Adventures of a Contrary Life (Farming
Bi

